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Journal™ transforms private work areas into layered, multi-faceted spaces that 
enable a fluid mobility and varied levels of interaction. Journal creates the  
not-so-private office – built for one, designed for five.  

Inspired by the low-, mid- and high-rise structures of the urban landscape and 
the dynamic character of city streets, Journal includes low-elevation credenzas, 
worksurfaces at the mid-touch zone and high-rise shelves and cabinets, as well  
as a freestanding, height-adjustable table. 

Along the horizontal plane, these elements create zones of activity designated as 
personal/private, collaborative and public – with overlapping, mixed-use zones  
that create a context for the continual ebb and flow of work.
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finish  
Flintwood, Cocoa Brown 
Flint; Very White

lounge seating

Keele Chair: Heather  
Felt, Pinon Tree

Journal equips the private workspace with 
versatile furniture that adapts to different 
activities and needs. At lounge height, the 
Extended Range Height-Adjustable Table 
invites team members to collaborate or 
colleagues and guests to convene for a less 
formal, social encounter.
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finish  
Flintwood, Cocoa Brown 
Flint; Very White

A wall-mounted work wall provides both 
open and closed storage, concealing personal 
items via a sliding door, while revealing  
a monitor that supports both individual 
work and group presentations.

The private office is no longer static or insular, 
but rather active and engaged. Easily adjusting 
from lounge to standing height, the Extended 
Range Height-Adjustable Table allows users to 
alternate between seated and standing postures, 
encouraging a healthy balance of activity.  
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finish  
Flintwood, Blonde Maple; 
Very White

task seating

Contessa: Tess Mesh, 
Lime Green;  
Fundamentals, Verde

casual seating

Pivot Bench: Full Wool, 
Deep Orchid

Bridging the range of work modes between 
lively collaboration and quiet contemplation, 
the Pivot Bench offers casual seating that 
swings into place at a 90-degree angle or  
a position parallel to the table that permits 
more direct interaction. An upholstered  
seat cushion ensures comfort and allows 
for the use of fabrics to create a distinctive 
aesthetic treatment. 
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finish  
Flintwood, Blonde Maple; 
Very White

task seating

Contessa: Tess Mesh/ 
Cloth Light Grey

A mix of layered surfaces and multi-purpose 
cabinets creates a highly functional work 
environment. Worksurfaces float above 
residential-scale credenzas, while open storage 
offers easy access to materials and tools. 
Wall-mounted overhead storage hovers above 
a fabric-wrapped tackboard essential for 
displaying memos, artwork or photographs.  
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finish  
Flintwood, Cocoa  
Brown Flint; Bronze; 
Graphic Steel

task seating

Contessa: Tess Mesh, Light 
Grey; Heather Felt, Noil

Creating a simple, scalable framework 
for work, Journal offers stacking storage 
components that combine open shelves  
with closed cabinets in an asymmetric  
format. Credenzas elevated on a metal  
base, together with an off-set worksurface  
and floating wall-mounted shelves, further 
express the clean architectural aesthetic and 
light residential feel of Journal workspaces. 
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finish  
Flintwood, Earl Grey

lounge seating

Metropolitan: Heather 
Felt, Alumina

casual seating

Pivot Bench: Bonded, 
Metallurgy

In an open plan, the Pivot Bench provides 
casual seating with a rotating vantage to enhance  
face-to-face interaction and collaboration.  
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A discreet drawer under the Pivot Bench is fitted  
with a Journal drawer pull that demonstrates a  
meticulous attention to detail.  

features
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A scallop cut-out provides simple and unobtrusive  
wire management. 
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Multiple credenza storage options include file,  
box file, open box file and open storage shelves.
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Journal accessories organize shelves and worksurfaces  
to create an orderly and efficient workspace. 
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The Extended Range Height-Adjustable Table  
is equipped with a programmable touchpad and  
LED readout.
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Glass partitions keep personal effects private,  
without obstructing the flow of light.



private office

L configuration; runoff worksurface  
with Journal leg.

private office

U configuration; open storage; pedestal  
worksurface; full modesty.

private office

Modified L configuration; runoff with  
gable, extended storage.

open plan

Transitional area; seating; open/closed storage.

open plan

Double office; height-adjustable tables;  
pivot bench; stacking storage.

open plan

Double office, extended pedestal; raised  
worksurface with standoff.

double office

Working wall; wardrobe/open storage;  
tackboard.

double office

Working wall; sliding doors, floating 
shelves; wardrobe storage.
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